Preface

YATBIP: Yet another textbook on biomedical image processing? – Hopefully not…

Based on the tutorial SC086 – Fundamentals of Medical Image Processing regularly offered at the International SPIE Symposium on Medical Imaging, the Springer-Verlag Series Editor of Biological and Medical Physics, Medical Engineering invited me in January 2009 to compile this book. Actually, the idea of providing a “suitable” textbook – comprehensive but short, up-to-date but essential, and detailed but illustrative – for novices like experts, and at reasonable costs, is not new. For years, the lack of any such textbook in image processing covering all of the special needs in biology and medicine is evident. In any teaching lecture, tutorial as well as graduate class. I’m always asked by the students to suggest literature but cannot answer satisfyingly, simply because there isn’t a “suitable” textbook yet.

So we aimed at compiling a high-quality collection of chapters, written for scientists, researchers, lectures and graduate students as well, covering the recent advantages in the broad field of biomedical imaging and image processing in an exemplary way. In February 2009, several fruitful discussions with colleagues at SPIE Medical Imaging convinced me to face the challenge, and I started recruiting author teams for contributions. Finally, 47 authors from 11 nations all over the world collaborated – all of them leading experts in their field. Intensive efforts were made to direct all authors towards a similar style of presentation and equal degree of technical details. Beside some written guidelines, the overview chapter was provided to the authors as an example before they started writing. All authors first provided a short outline and a detailed table of content, which were distributed between all contributors together with a strictly enforced time line. In October 2009, submission of chapters started, and each manuscript was edited carefully. Editor requests have been processed by the authors improving completeness and clarity of presentation, and finally in June 2010, the manuscript was submitted to the publisher.
Fig. 1. *Eierlegende Wollmilchsau.* Every morning, this special animal provides a cooked egg with chilled fresh milk. Its wool is used for high-quality clothes and the meat for excellent dining. It is the first *all-in-one* approach documented in history (Courtesy of: http://neulehrer.wordpress.com/)

As a result, this book has appeared as uniform monograph with an overview chapter contributed by the editor, followed by some twenty chapters focusing on particular parts selected from biomedical imaging and image processing. Each chapter gives an introduction and overview of recent trends in its field and provides particular case examples, usually taken from the author’s own research.

Primarily addressing engineers and system developers in computer sciences, the book covers the entire processing pipeline of biomedical imaging. In particular, the following parts are included, with about three chapters in each of it:

1. Image formation
2. Image enhancement
3. Feature extraction and selection
4. Segmentation
5. Classification and measurements
6. Image data visualization
7. Image management and integration
8. Evaluation and customizing

Many people might object me at this point, because we clearly aimed at reaching the unreachable. In Germany, we have the common phrase “eierlegende Wollmilchsau”, a metaphor that directly translates to “egg-providing wool-milk-pig” describing the union of all benefits (Fig. 1).

You as the reader shall judge our success realizing this all-in-one approach: YATBIP or eierlegende Wollmilchsau? Any feedback is deeply welcome and should be directed personally to me as the editor.

Facing now the final manuscript, I want to thank Claus Ascheron for encouraging me to initiate this project, and all contributers for timely delivering their high-quality material and appropriately responding to the editorial remarks and suggestions. Jens Hoffmann was assisting me in \LaTeX\ programming and Max Jung helped in text and image conversion and optimization.

Also, I want to mention Peter Jentsch and Dirk Bartz, who have passed away during the very last iterations of the manuscript, which leaves me behind speechless. We have included the obituaries in the next pages.

Aachen, December 2010
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